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Transmission Strategy With Cooperative Sensors
in Cognitive Radio Networks
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Abstract—Cooperative spectrum sensing is a technology that
allows cooperative sensors to assist cognitive radio (CR) transmit-
ters to intelligently decide their transmission opportunities. Trans-
missions can only be successful if spectrum is available for both
CR transmitters and receivers. Motivated by this observation, we
use a Boolean–Poisson model to analyze the geometric property of
the geographical region that allows CR transmission to be helped
with cooperative sensors. We find that cooperative sensing cannot
always be helpful and that the region allowing CR transmission
is generally not circular symmetry. We identify the condition that
transmission link is bidirectional. We further extend this model
into the suboptimal scenario among the secondary users and
the corresponding transmission allowable region. We derive the
condition for which secondary users cannot reduce their Bayesian
risk by using cooperative sensors. We conclude with the guidelines
for deploying CRs into the existing network.

Index Terms—Bayesian risk, cognitive radio (CR), cooperative
sensor, min-max, Nash equilibrium (NE).

I. INTRODUCTION

COGNITIVE radio (CR) allows each transmitter to first
sense the availability of the spectrum and then intelli-

gently decide its transmission actions based on the sensing
results. It attracts significant interest due to its potential to
improve the utilization of the spectrum [2], [3]. One solution to
improve the accuracy of the sensing is to allow each CR trans-
mitter to be helped by its nearby sensors, which are commonly
referred to as cooperative sensors [4]–[11].

Nevertheless, coordination and information exchange be-
tween CR transmitters and cooperative sensors also introduce
communication overhead and increase power consumption.
To reduce the overhead of feedback information, in [12] the
feedback information was quantized to approach the perfor-
mance of soft-decision-based sensing. It has been shown that
the hard-decision fusion rules, such as the AND rule [13], OR
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rule [4], and counting rule [14], can be applied to reduce the
overhead of feedback information. In [15], a threshold-based
sensing approach was proposed, which can further reduce the
communication overhead by efficiently combining the feedback
information. It was observed that the information provided by
some cooperative sensors may not always be accurate. Even if
it is accurate, it may not always provide enough contribution
to the performance of CR networks as compared with the
adverse impact caused by the extra communication overhead.
For this reason, choosing the proper cooperative sensors is an
important issue [16]–[22]. Most existing works do not take
into consideration the location and distribution of the CR
transmitters, receivers, and cooperative sensors. In addition to
the information about the existence of primary transmitters,
we are interested in the geographical region in which CR
transmission can be successful. Geographical distribution is
crucial for spatial spectrum reuse and determining the topology
of CR networks. In this paper, we are interested in the feasible
region allowing transmission between secondary users. This
geographical information can also help build up a spectrum
map [23], [24] or opportunistic routing protocol [25] in CR
networks.

In this paper, we explore the necessary condition to use coop-
erative sensors from the perspective of heterogeneous spectrum
availability at secondary transmitters and receivers. The diverse
distribution of secondary communication links was discussed
in [26] from the information theoretic point of view. It is shown
that, although cooperative sensing can help transmitters recover
the transmission link, it does not guarantee that receivers can
also utilize this link. That is, we cannot assume bidirectional
and symmetric property of a communication link [27]. [28]
provides a 2-D sensing approach to solve the heterogeneous
problem. Different from previous works that assumes only one
primary transmitter in the network, we apply Poisson point
process (PPP) [29], [30] to model the spatial distribution of
multiple primary and secondary users. Finding the globally
optimal solution for large multiuser networks cannot always be
possible particularly when the central controller is not available.
In this paper, distributed optimization for the worst-case perfor-
mance of the secondary users are investigated using tools from
the game theory. We try to understand secondary users’ best
transmission performance under the guaranteed performance of
primary users.

By comparing the geometric property of geographic region,
we found the following.

1) Cooperative sensing can benefit the secondary users
only when it is located in a specific region around the
transmitter.
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2) Although the secondary users do not know the density of
the secondary users about the network, the transmission
region is the same as if the density information is known
to each secondary user.

3) There exists a tradeoff between the collision probability
and successful transmission while using cooperative sen-
sors in an ad hoc CR network [31].

A. Related Work

In [16]–[22], the cooperative sensor selection problem in
CR networks is studied. Generally speaking, there are two
fundamental questions for cooperative sensor selection.

1) How many sensors should be used for each CR transmit-
ter and receiver to properly discover the vacant spectrum?

2) How should cooperative sensors be chosen to help the
decision making of each CR transmitter and receiver?

The first question has been considered in [16]–[18]. Specif-
ically, in [16], an algorithm to minimize the number of co-
operative sensors under certain detection error constraint is
proposed. The reporting overhead is taken into account in [17].
The number of reporting cooperative sensors should satisfy the
limited required reporting time. In [18], the optimal number
of cooperative sensors is derived to maximize throughput. The
second question has been considered in [19]–[22]. In [19],
a cooperative sensor selection criterion has been proposed to
minimize total energy consumption of spectrum sensing and
feedback energy to a fusion center. In [20], the case that
the cooperative sensors are deployed in a cellular network
and only those who have enough signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) are selected to help the decision-making
for each CR transmitter and receiver is studied. The similar
idea is also applied in [21] to find the best set of cooperative
sensors. To increase the diversity of cooperative sensors, in
[22], a correlation-aware scheme is developed to select proper
cooperative sensors.

In this paper, we mainly focus on the second question.
We consider a CR network consisting of multiple secondary
users and multiple primary users located in the same region.
Each cooperative sensor can detect the activity of its nearby
primary users. The primary users detected by each cooperative
sensor may not necessarily be close to all the secondary users.
Therefore, we focus on establishing the relationship between
the detection results of cooperative sensors and the decision
making process of the secondary users. We develop the criterion
of choosing proper cooperative sensors for each secondary user
based on the spatial geometrical property of CR networks.

B. Organization of This Paper

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the details of our model. In Section III,
we formulate the optimization problem under the homogeneous
scenario and provide the suboptimal solution. In Section IV,
we consider the heterogeneous scenario, i.e., each secondary
transmitter cannot know global information such as the density
of secondary transmitters. The min-max solution is provided.

Fig. 1. Interference model. A communication link can exist if primary users
are not in the detection region B(ST , rd) and interference protection region
B(SR, rp), i.e., 1(ST , rd) = 1 ∩ 1(SR, rp) = 1.

We discuss the engineering meaning of Bayesian risk in
Section V. In Section VI, we illustrate the numerical re-
sult based on previous analysis. We draw our conclusions in
Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Random Boolean–Poisson Model

Consider a CR network, as shown in Fig. 1, in which a
set of secondary links can access the spectrum licensed to a
set of primary transmitters. Each secondary link corresponds
to a communication channel from a secondary transmitter to
a secondary receiver. Each secondary transmitter can either
choose other idle secondary transmitters or receivers as its
cooperative sensors within transmission region. Because sec-
ondary transmitters do not know whether the cooperative sensor
can provide reliable information about existence of primary
users nearby corresponding secondary receivers, it also needs to
decide whether to believe the sensing result of the cooperative
sensor.

We assume that all the spatial distribution of primary and
secondary transmitters follow the homogeneous PPP Φp and
Φs with density λp and λs, respectively. The transmission of the
secondary links and primary users is synchronized. This can be
achieved by allowing all the secondary transmitters or receivers
to eavesdrop on the synchronization signal sent by primary
transmitters. The transmission radius of each secondary trans-
mitter is denoted rs. To consider the worst-case performance
for the receiver, we assume that the distance between secondary
transmitter and receiver is rs for each transmission pair.1 (We
will relax this assumption in Section III.) Equal distance is a
common assumption while discussing wireless ad hoc network
[32]–[34]. Through proper power control, the maximum radius
that guarantees successful transmission is the same for each
transmitter. Another way to interpret this assumption is that
all the receivers are at the edge of the transmission range of

1Through the discussion of this scenario, we can find the minimal perfor-
mance of the system.
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TABLE I
LIST OF NOTATIONS

their corresponding transmitters. This can help us to evaluate
the worst-case performance of the system. By the stationary
characteristic of homogeneous PPP [35], the statistics measured
by the typical node at the origin is representative for all the
other nodes. In the following, we choose a typical secondary
transmitter (ST ), receiver (SR), and a cooperative sensor (SC)
to illustrate our proposed optimization approach. Let B(ST , rd)
be the detection region of ST , where rd is the radius of the de-
tection region. That is, the secondary transmitters can success-
fully detect any active primary transmitters within B(ST , rd).
Similarly, we can define the detection region for receiver SR

as B(SR, rp), where rp is the radius of the propagation region
of radio power from primary transmitter. SR can successfully
receive data sent by ST if the primary transmitter is within
B(SR, rp).

The list of notations used in this paper is provided in Table I.

B. General Spectrum Sensing Model

In a traditional spectrum sensing problem, a communication
link can be established between ST and SR if they do not detect
any active primary transmitters. To simplify the notation, we
define indicator function 1(A, r) as

1(A, r) =

{
1, if no primary user in B(A, r)
0, otherwise.

(1)

In Fig. 1, we can observe that the existence of oppor-
tunistic communication links depends on detection results
for both secondary transmitter and receiver. Specifically, an
opportunistic communication link exists if 1(ST , rd) = 1 ∩
1(SR, rp) = 1, and there is no opportunistic communication
link if 1(ST , rd) = 0 ∪ 1(SR, rp) = 0. Therefore, the exis-
tence of communication links 1link can be expressed as

1link = 1(ST , rd)1(SR, rp) (2)

where 1link = 1 means a communication link is available be-
tween a secondary transmitter and a secondary receiver, and
1link = 0 means no such link between a secondary transmitter
and a secondary receiver. Therefore, secondary transmitters
should send its data if 1(ST , rd) = 1. We denote the probability
of an existing opportunistic link between secondary transmitter
and receiver given 1(ST , rd) = 1 as α, i.e., we can write

α � P (1(SR, rp) = 1|1(ST , rd) = 1) . (3)

Spectrum sensing result obtained by SC can be used to im-
prove the accuracy of the detection results of ST . By applying
correlation between SC and SR, ST can have more information
about the receiver side. We use the following equations to
express the relationship among ST , SR, and SC . β and γ
express the information about SR in two different situations:

P (1(SC , rd) = 1|1(ST , rd) = 1,1(SR, rp) = 1) = β

P (1(SC , rd) = 0|1(ST , rd) = 1,1(SR, rp) = 0) = γ (4)

β and γ are the probability of receiving 1(SC , rd) = 1 and
1(SC , rd)=0 conditioned on 1(SC , rp)=1 and 1(SR, rp) = 0.

III. HOMOGENEOUS CASE: NONIDEAL

SCENARIO ANALYSIS

A. Without Cooperative Sensor

There are two cases that can cause the failure to establish
a communication link between a secondary transmitter and a
secondary receiver. In the first one, the primary users do not
exist in the detection region of the secondary transmitters but
exist in the nearby region of the secondary receivers. In this
case, since the secondary transmitters cannot detect the primary
users, they can send the signals to the corresponding receiver.
However, the secondary receivers cannot successfully decode
the signals because of the interference caused by the primary
users. In the second case, secondary transmitters erroneously
detect the existence of the primary users and, hence, will not
send any signals to the secondary receivers. However, sec-
ondary receivers do not detect any activity of the primary users
in its detection region B(SR, rd) and hence still try to decode
its received signals. In the first case, the transmission of each
secondary transmitter will cause interference to both nearby
primary users and other unintended secondary receivers. Since
the main idea of the CR networks is to protect the primary users,
we should assign a higher cost to the first case than to the second
one. We define the Bayesian risk for each decision as follows:

R(T, pt) � αvPc + (1 − α)w

R(NT, pt) � α(1 − Pc) (5)
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where v is the penalty for collision with other secondary
receivers, and Pc is the resulting probability of collision with
other secondary receivers when spectrum access probability
pt given that the transmission of the secondary users does
not conflict with other primary users. Since, in this paper, we
assume what the transmission of each secondary transmitter
will cause to all the other secondary receivers and primary
users within its transmission range, defined by radius rs, Pc

is equivalent to the probability that the distance between the
secondary transmitter and the nearest unintended secondary
receiver is less than or equal to the distance rs, i.e., we can
write Pc as follows:

Pc = P (|B(SR, rs)|SU �= 0|1(ST , rd) = 1) (6)

where | · |SU denotes the number of secondary transmitters in
B(SR, rs). We normalize the risk for false alarm to be 1, and
we let w and v be the risks for collision with primary users
and secondary users, respectively. In the most ideal case, all
the secondary transmitters try to minimize the Bayesian risk
function defined as

Rg(pt) � ptR(T, pt) + (1 − pt)R(NT, pt).

If a centralized controlled system, all the secondary transmitters
can feed back the local information to a fusion center that will
decide the best pt for each secondary user. In this paper, we
consider a distributed system in which secondary users cannot
coordinate with each other but determine their own spectrum
access probability in a distributed fashion.

Suppose the access probability conditioned on 1(ST , rd) =
1 is given by pot . We can write the Bayesian risk of the
secondary transmitter as

R (pot , Pc) � potR(T, pt) + (1 − pot )R(NT, pt). (7)

We can observe that ST cannot achieve the minimum risk
function by only considering its own spectrum access probabil-
ity pot but should also take into consideration other secondary
transmitters’ spectrum access probability pt. To analyze the
results of the interactions among secondary users, we model the
decision-making process of the secondary users as a game. In
this game, the secondary users are the players, and the strategy
of each player is to decide its spectrum access probability.
We are interested at the solution commonly referred to as the
Nash equilibrium (NE) [36]. We formally define the NE of our
proposed game as follows.

Definition 1: Spectrum access probabilities pot ∈ [0, 1] and
pt ∈ [0, 1] at the NE for typical secondary transmitter ST are
defined as

pBt = argmin
po
t∈[0,1]

R
(
pot ,p

B
t

)
= argmin

po
t∈[0,1]

R
(
pot , P

B
c

)
(8)

where pB
t is the spectrum access probability of other secondary

transmitter, and the second equality comes from the fact that

Pc is the function of pB
t . PB

c is the resulting probability of
collision with secondary transmitters at the NE.

Following Definition 1, we have the following results about
the access probability pot at the NE.

Proposition 1: Suppose the NE has been reached in our
proposed game. The spectrum access probability pBt is given
by pBt = (exp(λpπr

2
d)/πr

2
sλs) ln(α(v + 1)/αv + (1 − α)w).

Proof: Note that, by homogeneity of Φs, the probabil-
ity collision among secondary transmitters only depends on
the distance between two secondary transmitters [37]. There-
fore, the collisions occur if there exists another secondary
transmitter (which do not detect primary users) located within
the distance of the smaller rs around SR that we can express as
λa = λse

−λpπr
2
d pt and

Pc � 1 − e−λaπr
2
s . (9)

Equation (9) follows from the fact that all the secondary
transmitters are uniformly distributed on the planar area, and
the number of other secondary transmitters follows Poisson
distribution.

One way to find the NE shown in Definition 1 is that we can
make all the decision having the same Bayesian risk function,
i.e., equal risk method in [38]. The Bayesian risk functions
conditioned on T and NT is

R
(
T, PB

c

)
= αvPB

c + (1 − α)w

R
(
NT,PB

c

)
= α

(
1 − PB

c

)
. (10)

To arrange the equality above, we obtain the following:

PB
c =

α− (1 − α)w

α(v + 1)
. (11)

Then, substitute (9) into it, we get

pBt =

{
eλpπr2d

πr2sλs
ln α(v+1)

αv+(1−α)w , if α ≥ w
w+1

0, if α < w
w+1 .

(12)

�
Note that the value of the access probability needs to be

between 0 and 1. IfpBt >1 (or < 0), it means thatR(T, pt=1) <
R(NT, pt = 1) (or R(T, pt = 0) > R(NT, pt = 0)).

B. With Cooperative Sensor

Now, we consider a homogeneous case that each secondary
transmitter has been assigned with a cooperative sensor, respec-
tively. More specifically, in homogeneous case, all secondary
transmitters learn the same values of α, β, γ. To simplify the
notation, we define

p �P (1(SR, rp)=1|1(SC , rd)=1)=
αβ

αβ + (1 − α)(1 − γ)
(13)

q �P (1(SR, rp)=1|1(SC , rd)=0)=
α(1 − β)

α(1 − β) + (1 − α)γ
(14)
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respectively, as

R
(
pot|1(SC ,rd)=1, Pc|1(SC , rd) = 1

)
� pot|1(SC ,rd)=1R (T, Pc|1(SC , rd) = 1)

+
(

1−pot|1(SC,rd)=1

)
R (NT,Pc|1(SC , rd)=1) (15)

R
(
pot|1(SC ,rd)=0, Pc|1(SC , rd) = 0

)
� pot|1(SC ,rd)=0R (T, Pc|1(SC , rd) = 0)

+
(

1 − pot|1(SC ,rd)=0

)
R (NT,Pc|1(SC , rd) = 0) .

(16)

Now, the situation is slightly different from the previous
case because typical secondary transmitter ST does not know
the information obtained by other secondary transmitter from
their cooperative sensors. The secondary transmitter ST cannot
know the Bayesian risk function of other secondary users. We
denote the access probability of all the secondary transmitters
except ST as pt|1(ST ,rd)=1 and pt|1(ST ,rd)=0, and the resulting
collision probability is PC . Then, the Bayesian risk functions
of T and NT conditioned on 1(SC , rd) = 0 are given by

R (T, Pc|1(SC , rd) = 0) = w(1 − q) + qvPc (17)

R (NT,Pc|1(SC , rd) = 0) = q(1 − Pc). (18)

Similarly, we can write the Bayesian risk functions conditioned
on 1(SC , rd) = 1 as

R (T, Pc|1(SC , rd) = 1) = w(1 − p) + pvPc (19)

R (NT,Pc|1(SC , rd) = 1) = p(1 − Pc). (20)

If we consider the spectrum access probability pot|1(SC,rd)=k

of ST , the Bayesian risk function at each feedback information
of ST is shown in (15) and (16). From (15) and (16), ST needs
to know Pc to determine the best access probability. However,
Pc is closely related to the access probability of other secondary
transmitters. Therefore, secondary transmitters need to modify
access probability based on their beliefs about other secondary
users’ feedback information to minimize its own Bayesian risk
function. We try to seek the NE in such scenario.

Definition 2: The access probability at the NE conditioned
on 1(SC , rd) = k, k ∈ {0, 1} for secondary transmitters is

pCB
t|1(SC ,rd)=k = argmin

po
t|1(SC,rd)=k

∈[0,1]

× R
(
pot|1(SC ,rd)=k, P

CB
c |1(SC , rd) = k

)
(21)

where k ∈ {0, 1} and PCB
c is the resulting probability of col-

lision with other secondary transmitters at NE with spectrum
access probability pt|1(SC ,rd)=k = pCB

t|1(SC,rd)=k.
Then, we have the following result.
Proposition 2: We denote the access probability condi-

tioned on 1(SC , rd) = 1 and 1(SC , rd) = 0, respectively, as

pCB
t|1(SC ,rd)=1 and pCB

t|1(SC ,rd)=0. Then, the access probability in

(19) and (18) at the NE are given in

pCB
t|1(SC ,rd)=1

=

{
1, if q≥ w

w+1

eλpπr2d

λsπr2sP(1(SC,rd)=1) ln
p(v+1)

pv+w(1−p) , if q< w
w+1 , p≥

w
w+1

(22)

pCB
t|1(SC ,rd)=0

=

⎧⎨
⎩

e
λpπr2d

λsπr2s
ln q(v+1)

qv+w(1−q) −P(1(SC ,rd)=1)

P(1(SC ,rd)=0) , if q≥ w
w+1

0, if q< w
w+1 , p≥

w
w+1 .

(23)

Proof: Because all the cooperative sensors only sense
the environment and feed back its own information to its
own secondary transmitter, the sensing results are independent
except those are close to each other. Therefore, we assume that
all the sensing results are identically independent distribution
(i.i.d.); hence, the active density λa can be expressed as

λa � λse
−λpπr

2
d
(
P (1(SC , rd) = 1) pt|1(SC ,rd)=1

+ P (1(SC , rd) = 0) pt|1(SC,rd)=0

)
. (24)

We first discuss about the case that 1(SC , rd) = 1 and denote
the Pc at the NE as PCB

c . Following the same line as earlier, we
obtain the following:

R
(
T, PCB

c |1(SC , rd) = 1
)
= R

(
NT,PCB

c |1(SC , rd) = 1
)
.

(25)

Hence, we can write the value of PCB
c as

PCB
c = 1 − e−λaπr

2
s =

p− w(1 − p)

p(v + 1)
, if p ≥ w

w + 1
. (26)

The spectrum access probability at the NE should satisfy
the earlier equation to guarantee that no secondary user intend
to unilaterally deviate from its spectrum access probability
conditioned on 1(SC , rd) = 1. By combining (9) and (24), we
can observe that there are infinite values of Pc that can satisfy
(26). By considering that the Bayesian risk function cannot
keep equality conditioned on 1(SC , rd) = 0, therefore, we can
determine only one pair of solution because all secondary trans-
mitters will always use T or NT conditioned on 1(SC , rd) = 0.
By substituting (26) into (17) and (18), we have

R
(
T, PCB

c |1(SC , rd) = 0
)
= (1 − q)w + qv

p− w(1 − p)

p(v + 1)
(27)

R
(
NT,PCB

c |1(SC , rd) = 0
)
= q

(
1 − p− w(1 − p)

p(v + 1)

)
.

(28)

Secondary users always choose their transmission strategy that
can minimize their Bayesian risk, i.e.,

R
(
T, PCB

c |1(SC , rd)=0
)NT

≷
T

R
(
NT,PCB

c |1(SC , rd)=0
)
.

(29)
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From the given equation, we obtain

p
NT
≷
T

q. (30)

Because it can be shown that p is always larger than q, we
can conclude that pCB

t|1(SC ,rd)=0 = 0. Then, the active density
of secondary transmitters is

λa = λse
−λpπr

2
dP (1(SC , rd) = 1) pCB

t|1(SC ,rd)=1. (31)

Using (9), we can express pCB
t|1(SC ,rd)=1 as

pCB
t|1(SC ,rd)=1=

eλpπr
2
d

λsπr2s(αβ+(1−α)(1−γ))
ln

p(v+1)
pv+w(1− p)

(32)
where αβ + (1 − α)(1 − γ) = P(1(SC , rd) = 1).

When the value of q is large enough, the access probability
conditioned on 1(SC , rd) = 0 should be larger than zero. To
find the NE in this situation, we can set R(T, Pc|1(SC , rd) =
0) = R(NT,Pc|1(SC , rd) = 0) and write Pc at the NE is

PCB
c =1 − e−λaπr

2
s =

q − w(1 − q)

q(v + 1)
, if q ≥ w

w + 1
. (33)

Following the similar steps in (27)–(29), we can get

q
NT

≷
T

p. (34)

Because p is always larger than q, the access probability at the
NE in this case is pCB

t|1(SC ,rd)=1 = 1. Then, the active density of
the secondary transmitters is

λa = λse
−λpπr

2
d ×

(
P (1(SC , rd) = 1)

+ P (1(SC , rd) = 0) pCB
t|1(SC,rd)=0

)
. (35)

By substituting the earlier equation into (33), we get

P (1(SC , rd) = 1) + P (1(SC , rd) = 0) pCB
t|1(SC,rd)=0

=
eλpπr

2
d

λsπr2s
ln

q(v + 1)
qv + w(1 − q)

. (36)

From (26) and (33), we can find that these two equations can
only be satisfied if p ≥ (w/(w + 1)) and q ≥ (w/(w + 1)),
respectively. Therefore, we can conclude that

PCB
c =

{
q−w(1−q)
q(v+1) , if q ≥ w

w+1
p−w(1−p)
p(v+1) , if q < w

w+1 , p ≥ w
w+1 .

(37)

The corresponding access probabilities are expressed in (22)
and (23), respectively. �

C. Necessity of Cooperative Sensor

It has been observed that, in CR networks, always trusting the
result of the cooperative sensor may not result in good decision.
For example, when the value of α is high, the communication
link is reliable. ST can ignore the information from cooperative

sensor and always make the correct decision to transmit when
1(ST , rd) = 1. We can turn off the cooperative sensor to re-
duce the overhead of CR networks in this case. Therefore, we
now focus on the condition for which cooperative sensor can
minimize the Bayesian risk and when secondary transmitters
can ignore the feedback information from cooperative sensor.

We introduce the following definitions to simplify notations
in the following discussion.

Definition 3: A cooperative sensor SC is unnecessary if the
ST accesses channel with the same probability no matter what
kind of information SC feeds back, i.e.,

pBt = pCB
t|1(SC,rd)=k �= 0, for k = 0, 1.

Definition 4: A cooperative sensor SC is necessary if the ST

accesses channel with different probability according to what
kind of information SC feeds back, i.e.,

pCB
t|1(SC,rd)=1 �= pCB

t|1(SC,rd)=0.

Definition 5: A cooperative sensor SC is useless if the ST

always cannot access channel no matter what kind of informa-
tion SC feeds back, i.e.,

pBt = pCB
t|1(SC,rd)=k = 0, for k = 0, 1.

Definition 6: A transmission allowable region is the region
where the probability of accessing the channel of ST is not
0, i.e., pBt �= 0 and pCB

t|1(SC,rd)=1 �= 0 for a scenario with and
without the cooperative sensor, respectively.

These four definitions explain the behavior of SC according
to its own different locations relative to ST . We give conditions
for which the cooperative sensors can bring benefit to secondary
transmitters or not under homogeneous and heterogeneous
cases as follows.

Theorem 1: A cooperative sensor is unnecessary for a sec-
ondary transmitter if rs satisfies

r2s ≤
exp

(
λpπr

2
d

)
λsπ

ln
q(v + 1)

w(1 − q) + qv
(38)

and is useless if

α <
w(1 − γ)

β + w(1 − γ)
(39)

and a cooperative sensor is necessary if neither (38) nor (39)
are satisfied.

Proof: Due to a lack of closed form for a necessary
scenario, we first discuss about when a cooperative sensor
is unnecessary and useless. According to (22) and (23) in
Proposition 2, we know that ST always takes the same access
probability for both of 1(SC , rd) = 1 and 1(SC , rd) = 0 only
while pCB

t|1(SC ,rd)=0 = 1. Because rs should be small enough to

make sure that pCB
t|1(SC ,rd)=0=1, we substitute pCB

t|1(SC ,rd)=0=1

into (36) and get (38), i.e.,

r2s ≤ eλpπr
2
d

λsπ
ln

q(v + 1)
qv + w(1 − q)

.
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For the useless region, ST always decides to not access the
channel, i.e., pCB

t|1(SC ,rd)=1=0, and pCB
t|1(SC ,rd)=0=0. From

(22) and (23), we can find that pCB
t|1(SC ,rd)=1 = 0 and

pCB
t|1(SC ,rd)=0 = 0 if p(v + 1)/(pv + w(1 − p)) ≤ 1 or p <

w/(w + 1). Because p = αβ/(αβ + (1 − α)(1 − γ)), we can
directly obtain that α < (w(1 − γ)/β + w(1 − γ)). �

By applying Theorem 1, ST can turn off its cooperative
sensor to reduce the communication overhead if SC cannot
bring any useful information for ST .

IV. HETEROGENEOUS CASE: MIN-MAX ANALYSIS

In Section III, we study the case that all the secondary
receivers and cooperative sensors have the same distance with
the corresponding secondary transmitter. Secondary transmit-
ters also know the density of secondary transmitters. With
the help of this information, each secondary transmitter can
calculate its access probability at the NE. We now consider a
more realistic scenario in which the observation obtained by
cooperative sensor from the environment is not homogeneous.
In some practical systems, the global information such as the
density of secondary transmitters is hard to obtain for secondary
transmitters. Without this information, secondary users cannot
know the Bayesian risk function or calculate the corresponding
access probability to reach the NE. Here, we consider the sys-
tem in which secondary users try to minimize its own maximum
Bayesian risk, which is equivalent to the min-max criterion.
Here, we investigate the access probability for each secondary
transmitter under min-max criterion.

A. Without Cooperative Sensor

We assume that all the other secondary transmitters take
access probability pt and the typical secondary transmitter ST

takes pot without the global information about the secondary
users. Each secondary user needs to consider the worst case of
the collision probability.

Definition 7: The min-max access probability pHet
t without

the cooperative sensor is

pHet
t = argmin

po
t∈[0,1]

max
Pc∈[0,1]

R (pot , Pc) . (40)

The above results can be directly obtained from Proposition 3.
Proposition 3: Based on the min-max criterion, the access

probability pHet
t without SC satisfies

pHet
t =

{
1

v+1 , if α ≥ w
w+1

0, if α < w
w+1 .

(41)

Proof: Because the access probability of ST is pot , then
we can rewrite Bayesian risk function as

R (pot , Pc) = potR(T, Pc) + (1 − pot )R(NT,Pc)

= pot (1 − α)w+(1−pot )α+Pcα (pot (v + 1)− 1) .
(42)

Fig. 2. Maximum Bayesian risk. We can find that we can minimize the
maximum Bayesian by choosing pot = 1/(v + 1) if α > w/(w + 1) and
pot = 0 if α < w/(w + 1). (a) α > w/(w + 1). (b) α < w/(w + 1).

From (42), we can find that pot (v + 1)− 1 determines the
maximum value of R(pot , Pc). To maximize R(pot , Pc), Pc=1
if potα(v+1)−α > 0, and Pc = 0 if potα(v + 1)− α < 0, i.e.,

max
Pc

R
(
pHet
t , Pc

)
=

{
pHet
t (αv+w(1−α)) , if pHet

t ≥ 1
v+1

pHet
t (w−α(w+1))+α, if pHet

t < 1
v+1 .

(43)

Therefore, the maximum Bayesian risk has minimum value
(αv + w(1 − α))/(v + 1) when pot = 1/(v + 1). Fig. 2 illus-
trates the value of (43). We can find that the maximum access
probability based on the min-max criterion is 1/(v + 1). If the
value of α is smaller than (αv + w(1 − α))/(v + 1), then pot =
0. Therefore, pot = 1/(v + 1) if α ≥ w/(w + 1); otherwise,
pot = 0. �

B. With Cooperative Sensor

We focus on two specific Bayesian risk functions when
we discuss about the scenario that secondary transmitter
has a cooperative sensor. Let pt|1(SC,rd)=1 and pt|1(SC ,rd)=0

be the access probability conditioned on 1(SC , rd) = 1 and
1(SC , rd) = 0, respectively. We mainly focus on the posteriori
probability of existence of primary transmitters after the receiv-
ing feedback information. We can replace α in (5) with p and q
as follows.

If 1(SC , rd) = 1

R (T, Pc|1(SC , rd) = 1) = pvPc + (1 − p)w (44)

R (NT,Pc|1(SC , rd) = 1) = p(1 − Pc). (45)

If 1(SC , rd) = 0

R (T, Pc|1(SC , rd) = 0) = qvPc + (1 − q)w (46)

R (NT,Pc|1(SC , rd) = 0) = q(1 − Pc). (47)

We can obtain similar results as that of Proposition 3. We
omit the detailed proof due to space limitations.
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Proposition 4: The access probability pCH
t|1(SC,rd)=1 and

pCH
t|1(SC ,rd)=0 satisfy

pCH
t|1(SC,rd)=1 =

{
1

v+1 , if p ≥ w
w+1

0, if p < w
w+1 .

(48)

pCH
t|1(SC,rd)=0 =

{
1

v+1 , if q ≥ w
w+1

0, if q < w
w+1 .

(49)

In Fig. 2, we can find that the maximum risk function is
closely related to the posteriori probability of existence of
primary transmitter. That is, if there is no cooperative sensor,
it is determined by the value of α. Otherwise, it is determined
by the values of p and q. If q ≥ w/(w + 1), it means that sec-
ondary transmitters can always transmit data with probability
1/(v + 1) (if there is no primary trasnmiter that is close to
the secondary transmitters) if 1(SC , rd) = 1. If q < w/(w + 1)
and p ≥ w/(w + 1) are satisfied, secondary transmitters can
transmit data with probability 1/(v + 1) or 0 if feedback infor-
mation is 1(SC , rd) = 1 or 1(SC , rd) = 0. If p < w/(w + 1),
then secondary transmitters cannot be successfully decoded by
the corresponding secondary receiver.

C. Discussion of Cooperative Sensor

From the definitions in Section III-C, we can provide the
following theorem in the heterogeneous scenario.

Theorem 2: With the minimax criterion, cooperative sensor
is unnecessary if

α >
wγ

1 − β + wγ

and is necessary if

w(1 − γ)

1 − β + wγ
< α <

wγ

β + w(1 − γ)

and is useless if

α <
w(1 − γ)

β + w(1 − γ)
.

The access probability is 1/(v + 1) if secondary transmitter
decides to transmit data.

Proof: According to (48) and (49), we find that ST will
always use the same access probability (a cooperative sensor is
unnecessary) if q ≥ w/(w + 1), i.e.,

q =
α(1 − β)

α(1 − β) + (1 − α)γ
≥ w

w + 1
. (50)

The cooperative sensor is useless if

p =
αβ

αβ + (1 − α)(1 − γ)
<

w

w + 1
. (51)

This concludes the proof. �

V. MEANING OF BAYESIAN RISK

Here, we discuss the physical meaning of the Bayesian risk.
Specifically, we show that the values of w and v are related to
the maximum probability of collision with primary transmitters
and secondary transmitters without SC , respectively.

We first focus on the meaning of the w. We define the
collision probability with primary transmitters P p

c at the NE as

P p
c � P (1(SR, rp) = 0|1(ST , rd) = 1) pBt . (52)

We have following result.
Proposition 5: Without the cooperative sensor, the collision

probability with primary usersP p
c is obtained byP p

c ≤1/(w+1)
if α ≥ w/(w + 1).

Proof: Without the cooperative sensor, pBt �= 0 if and
only if α ≥ w/(w + 1); thus, we get

P p
c = P (1(SR, rp) = 0|1(ST , rd) = 1) pBt

= (1 − α)pBt

≤ lim
λs→0

(1 − α)pBt

= 1 − α

≤ 1
w + 1

. (53)

The first inequality follows from the fact that the access prob-
ability will be much more active when the there is a fewer
number of secondary transmitters in the network. The last
inequality follows from the fact that pBt �= 0 if and only if α ≥
w/(w + 1). �

Therefore, we can modify w to adjust the protection for
primary users, For example, if we require P p

c ≤ ηp, we can set
w = (1 − ηp)/ηp, Similarly, we can also modify v to satisfy the
constraint on the collision probability with secondary users Pc

under the heterogeneous scenario.
Proposition 6: The collision probability with secondary

users at the NE PB
c is given by PB

c ≤ 1/(v + 1) if α ≥
w/(w + 1).

Proof: From (11), we know that the PB
c = (α− (1 −

α)w)/α(v + 1) and can be further expressed as

PB
c =

α(1 + w) − w

α(v + 1)

=
1 + w

v + 1
− w

α(v + 1)
. (54)

We can find that PB
c is a monotonic increasing function of α.

Therefore, we have

PB
c ≤ max

α=1
PB
c =

1
v + 1

. (55)

�
Therefore, the value of v can be determined by the proba-

bility of collision with other secondary users, i.e., Pc < ηs and
v = (1 − ηs)/ηs.

In the heterogeneous scenario, it is generally difficult for us
to guarantee the probability of collision with secondary users
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because secondary transmitters cannot know the density of sec-
ondary transmitters. However, we can observe that 1/(v + 1) is
equivalent to the access probability of secondary users; thus, we
can guarantee the access probability of secondary transmitters
using (55).

VI. NUMERICAL RESULT

Here, we will describe how to apply the earlier results to
decide whether ST needs to use a cooperative sensor or not
and how a cooperative sensor helps increase the transmission
allowable region of ST .

A. Learning From Experience

Because the information at SR is not available for ST , ST

cannot know the value of α. However, it is reasonable to assume
that ST can learn the value of α through previous experience.
Here, we provide a simple way for secondary transmitters
to learn the values of α, β, and γ from past experience. By
observing N times and counting the times of 1(ST , rd) = 1,
ST can estimate α. Assuming that each observation is i.i.d.
and primary transmitters are mobile, the problem of estimating
the probability of succession/failures trial can be solved by
Laplace’s rule of succession.

Proposition 7: If all the observations are i.i.d., the estimated
a priori probability α is

α =
n+ 1
N + 2

(56)

where n is the number of observation when 1(SR, rp) = 1. The
value of β and γ can be similarly estimated by Proposition 7.

We provide the pseudocode of the algorithm in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Cooperative Sensor Selection Algorithm

1: for Each possible SC of ST do
2: ST accesses the channel and estimates α̂by Proposition 7;
3: SC feeds back information 1(SC , rd) to ST ;
4: ST estimates β̂ and γ̂ by Proposition 7;
5: end for
6: if ST in the homogeneous environment then
7: ST determines SC useful or not and access probability

according to Theorem 1;
8: end if
9: if ST in the heterogeneous environment then
10: ST determines SC useful or not and access probability

according to Theorem 2;
11: end if

B. Impact of Primary-User Network

We consider the values of α, β and γ in the random geometric
graph model. Because of the homogeneous distribution of all
the primary users, according to [35], the number of primary
users in a region B(A, r) follows the Poisson distribution with
parameters λp|B(A, r)|. We use the notation Bc(dA,B, r1, r2)

Fig. 3. Bc(dA,B , r1, r2) is the common area of two circles with radius r1
and r2 with distance dA,B .

to denote the common region of two circles A,B with distance
dA,B and radius r1, r2, respectively (see Fig. 3). The value
of α is actually the probability that there is no primary users
in the region B(SR, rp)− Bc(dT,R, rd, rp), where dT,R is the
distance between ST and SR, respectively, (and we use dT,C ,
dR,C to denote the distance between ST−SC and SR−SC in
the following). In this way, we can express α as follows:

α = P (1(SR, rp) = 1|1(ST , rd) = 1)

= e−λpπr
2
peλp|Bc(dT,R,rd,rp)|.

β is the probability of no primary users in the region B(SC , rd)
conditioned on no primary users in B(ST , rd) and B(SR, rp). γ
is the probability of at least one primary users in the region
B(SC , rd) conditioned on primary users in B(ST , rd) but at
least one in B(SR, rp). Therefore, we can express β and γ,
respectively, as follows:

β = P (1(SC , rd) = 1|1(ST , rd) = 1,1(SR, rp) = 1)

= e−λp |B(SC ,rd)|eλp|Bc(dT,C,rd,rd)∪Bc(dR,C ,rp,rd)|

γ = P (1(SC , rd) = 0|1(ST , rd) = 1,1(SR, rp) = 0)

= 1 − P (1(SC , rd) = 1|1(ST , rd) = 1,1(SR, rp) = 0)

= 1 − eλp|B(ST ,rd)∪B(SC ,rd)| − βe−λp |B(ST ,rd)∪B(SR,rp)|

e−λp |B(ST ,rd)|
(
1 − e−λp(|B(SR,rp)−Bc(dT,R,rd,rp)|)

) .
With the statistical information α, β, and γ, ST can use

Theorems 1 and 2 to determine whether to use feedback infor-
mation from SC .

In the simulation, we use the parameter setting as N = 200,
rd = 10, rp = 8, λp = 2.5 × 10−3/m2, λs = 5λp, w = 9, v =
w/2, ST = (0, 0), and SC = (2, 0).

C. Illustration of Transmission Allowable Region

We consider the scenario that all secondary users have com-
plete information about the density of secondary transmitters.
In Fig. 4, we can find that the transmission allowable region
can be approximated by a circle if all the secondary users have
no cooperative sensor due to the homogeneous distribution of
primary users. As we consider the existence of the cooperative
sensor, we can find that the transmission allowable region is
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Fig. 4. Homogeneous scenario: All the secondary users use cooperative sensor
with the competition among secondary users.

Fig. 5. Homogeneous scenario: There is no competition among secondary
transmitters (λs → 0). The unnecessary region becomes larger than that of
with competition. However, transmission allowable region remains the same.

generally not symmetric. This is because the communication
link is no longer bidirectional. This is the reason that SC cannot
provide the accurate information about primary users nearby
SR to ST ; the cooperative sensor is far from SR. Therefore,
the extended transmission allowable region is always located
at the side of SC . If we consider the scenario with λs → 0,
i.e., competition-free among secondary users, we get the result
in Fig. 5. An interesting observation is that the transmission
allowable region is the same as that of scenario that there is
competition among secondary users. In other words, the trans-
mission allowable region of secondary transmitters is mainly

Fig. 6. Transmission region is similar to the scenario that we ignore the effect
of other secondary users. The major difference is that secondary transmitters
can access spectrum with probability 1/(v + 1) in the transmission allowable
region.

determined by the activity of primary users and is independent
with that of secondary transmitters. Secondary transmitters can
transmit only when there are enough remaining resource that
can be shared with primary users. On the other hand, the
unnecessary region of Fig. 4 is smaller than that of Fig. 5.
This verifies our intuition that the cooperative sensor is more
important when the competition for transmission opportunity is
more intense.

Fig. 6 illustrates the necessary and unnecessary regions of
the secondary transmitter if secondary transmitters have no
knowledge about the density of secondary transmitters. We can
find that the region is the same as in the competition-free case
in a homogeneous scenario. The different is that, the access
probability is 1/(v + 1) if it is not 0. If the secondary receiver is
located in the unnecessary region, a secondary transmitter can
always transmit data with probability 1/(v + 1) conditioned on
it if it does not detect any nearby primary users around itself.
However, if the receiver is located in the necessary region, the
transmitter accesses the spectrum with probability 1/(v + 1) if
1(SC , rd) = 1, and 0 if 1(SC , rd) = 0. Due to the unknown of
the environment,ST can use a less aggressive strategy to access
channel. On the other hand, if we compare Figs. 4 and 6, we can
find that the information about the density of secondary users
does not increase the transmission allowable region. This is the
reason that the region of CR networks is mainly determined by
the primary users.

D. Probability of Successful Transmission Analysis

We define the performance metric as the probability of suc-
cessful transmission (PST) conditioned on 1(ST , rd)=1, i.e.,

PST � P (successful transmission|1(ST , rd) = 1) . (57)
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Fig. 7. PST under a homogeneous scenario. We assume that the secondary
receiver is located at (rs, 0). We can find that at an rs of about 2 to 3, the PST
with a cooperative sensor is lower than that without the cooperative sensor.

Here, we discuss about the PST of the secondary receiver that is
located at (rs, 0). We first express this probability without SC

under the homogeneous scenario as

PST = αpBt
(
1 − PB

c

)
. (58)

The PST with SC is

PST =
(
P (1(SC , rd) = 1) pCB

t|1(SC,rd)=1p

+ P (1(SC , rd) = 0) pCB
t|1(SC,rd)=0q

) (
1 − PCB

c

)
. (59)

For the heterogeneous scenario, we can express PST as
follows:

PST = αpHet
t e−λsp

Het
t πr2s . (60)

The PST with SC is

PST =
(
P (1(SC , rd) = 1) pCH

t|1(SC ,rd)=1p

+ P (1(SC , rd) = 0) pCH
t|1(SC,rd)=0q

)
e−λaπr

2
s (61)

where

λa = λse
−λpπr

2
d

(
P (1(SC , rd) = 1) pCH

t|1(SC ,rd)=1

+ P (1(SC , rd) = 0) pCH
t|1(SC,rd)=0

)
.

Fig. 7 shows the PST under the homogeneous scenario. The
analytical result reflects the same trends as that of simulation
result, which verifies that the approximation of (9) and (24) is
accurate. We can find that the cooperative sensor is not always
helpful to improve the performance of communication. There
is a tradeoff between PST and Bayesian risk (or probability
of collision). When the cooperative sensor is unnecessary for
secondary transmitters, we obtain the same PST no matter with
or without the help of cooperative sensor. A cooperative sen-
sor can help secondary transmitters increase the transmission

Fig. 8. Regardless if there is a cooperative sensor or not, the maximum
variance of PST occurs at the edge of transmission allowable region.

Fig. 9. PST under a heterogeneous scenario. Without the help of SC , sec-
ondary transmitters can have larger PST in some regions.

allowable region. However, we can find that PST of secondary
transmitters with a cooperative sensor is slightly lower than that
without a cooperative sensor in some region. Therefore, there
exists tradeoff between collision risk and PST in this region. If
the receiver is between the transmission allowable region and
unnecessary region, a CR link can have higher PST without
the help of SC . In the homogeneous scenario, SC is helpful for
a CR communication link only while the receiver is far away
from transmitter side.

Fig. 8 shows the variance of PST according to different
location of receiver. We can find that the maximum variance
occurs at the edge of transmission allowable. It makes sense
because some estimation error may result in access probability
to be 0. Similar situation can also be found in the heterogeneous
scenario.

We present simulation results in the heterogeneous scenario
in Figs. 9 and 10. The maximum variance of PST occurs
at the edge of the transmission allowable region. This is
because some deviation of estimation can result in access
probability to be 1/(v + 1) or 0. On the other hand, secondary
transmitters without a cooperative sensor perform better than
those with a cooperative sensor when the receiver is located close
to the transmitter. Secondary transmitters with a cooperative
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Fig. 10. Similar to a homogeneous scenario, the maximum of variance also
occurs at the edge of the transmission allowable region.

Fig. 11. Homogeneous scenario. We compare the performance of protection
for primary users between consideration with a single primary transmitter and
multiple primary transmitters. S and M refer to consideration with single
and multiple primary transmitters, respectively. We can find that the proposed
approach can guarantee the probability of collision with primary transmitters
lower than w/(w + 1).

sensor can perform better only when the receiver is outside of
the transmission allowable region of the secondary transmitters
without a cooperative sensor. Therefore, we can conclude that a
cooperative sensor cannot always improve the performance of
CR networks.

E. Protection for Primary Users

Here, we compare the protection for primary users between
the scenario that the secondary transmitter takes a single pri-
mary transmitter and multiple primary transmitters into con-
sideration in a multiple-primary-transmitter environment. If a
secondary transmitter only take into consideration a single pri-
mary transmitter, it will access the channel if they do not sense
any primary transmitters around. This is different from that
of our consideration in which secondary transmitters take into
consideration the heterogeneity of communication links. All the
parameters are the same as the previous simulation, except the
density of primary transmitters is 2.5 × 10−3 and 7.5 × 10−3,
which refer to sparse and dense environments, respectively. The
results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively.

Fig. 12. Heterogeneous scenario. The phenomena similar to that of homoge-
neous scenario can be found in this scenario. When the density of primary trans-
mitters is larger (deviation from a single-primary-transmitter environment), the
protection for primary users becomes worse without the consideration effect of
heterogeneous communication links.

Both Figs. 11 and 12 show that the proposed approach
can guarantee that the probability of collision with primary
transmitters will be lower than w/(w + 1) either in sparse
density or in a dense environment. This is why the secondary
users achieve the similar performance in the environment with
only one primary transmitter and the environment with sparse
primary transmitters. However, we cannot guarantee this pro-
tection if we do not consider the effect of multiple primary
transmitters (i.e., heterogeneity of communication link effect),
particularly in the environment with densely distributed pri-
mary transmitters. When the density of primary transmitters
is large, the environment deviates from single-primary-user
scenario, and the heterogeneity of communication links be-
comes an important issue. Therefore, the proposed approach is
promising for providing necessary protection for primary users
in environment with multiple primary transmitters.

F. Physical Meaning

With our observation, we have the following guidelines to
deploy CRs into an existing (primary) system/network.

1) While we implement CRs into the existing network, the
location of the CR receiver is important. If a receiver is
close to the transmitter (in unnecessary region), we do not
need to use cooperative sensor (according to Theorems 1
and 2). Therefore, for the small cell, such as picocell,
microcell, and femtocell networks [39], [40], we may not
need to implement additional cooperative sensor.

2) For the network with large coverage area, such as a
cellular network, it is possible that heterogeneous com-
munication links is more perceptible (particularly at the
edge of service region) than other small-cell networks.
Most of the receivers may be located out of unnecessary
region. Then, the cooperative sensor may be critical to
successful operation of a CR network.

3) The cooperative sensors can increase transmission al-
lowable region (spatial reuse efficiency). However, we
also have to note that cooperative sensors introduce
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additional communication overhead into the network.
The incremental probability of transmission is less (as
shown in Figs. 7 and 9) if the receiver is nearby the edge
of transmission allowable region. Therefore, the tradeoff
is important; hence, how to achieve the optimal tradeoff
in practical system is our future work.

4) On the other hand, the unnecessary region can be affected
by the density of secondary users. Therefore, how to
dynamically control feedback information from coopera-
tive sensor according to the current number of secondary
users has the potential to be another solution to reduce the
overhead from cooperative sensors.

5) The heterogeneity of communication links is an impor-
tant issue particularly in the environment with multiple
primary transmitters. In an environment with multiple pri-
mary transmitters, an important function of cooperative
sensors is to alleviate the sensing error of heterogeneous
communication links. This is different from that of coop-
erative sensors in the environment with a single primary
transmitter if the function of cooperative sensors focuses
on increasing detection accuracy.

VII. CONCLUSION

To achieve the success of large mobile networks, a CR
network is important to increase the utilization efficiency of
the spectrum. In this paper, we have studied the condition for
which a cooperative sensor is useful for the secondary users to
make an accurate transmission decision from the viewpoint of
the transmission allowable region. We apply the game-theoretic
model to study the competition among secondary users; we
analyze the NE of secondary users. As shown in our analysis
and simulation result, we have found that the transmission
allowable region or connection topology of secondary users can
be determined by the activities of primary transmitters. On the
other hand, the goal of cooperative sensor is to bring additional
information about spectrum resource for transmitter side. How-
ever, it can only provide limited benefit to a transmitter if the
transmitter already has enough information to make a correct
decision.
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